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ABSTRACT
Unexpected intercalation-dominated process is observed during K+ insertion in WS2 in a voltage range of 0.01–3.0 V. This is different from
the previously reported two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides that undergo a conversion reaction in a low voltage range
when used as anodes in potassium-ion batteries. Charge/discharge processes in the K and Na cells are studied in parallel to demonstrate the
different ion storage mechanisms. The Na+ storage proceeds through intercalation and conversion reactions while the K+ storage is governed
by an intercalation reaction. Owing to the reversible K+ intercalation in the van der Waals gaps, the WS2 anode exhibits a low decay rate of
0.07% per cycle, delivering a capacity of 103 mAh·g−1 after 100 cycles at 100 mA·g−1. It maintains 57% capacity at 800 mA·g−1 and shows stable
cyclability up to 400 cycles at 500 mA·g−1. Kinetics study proves the facilitation of K+ transport is derived from the intercalation-dominated
mechanism. Furthermore, the mechanism is verified by the density functional theory (DFT) calculations, showing that the progressive expansion
of the interlayer space can account for the observed results.
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Introduction

Research on sodium-ion and potassium-ion batteries (SIBs and PIBs)
has been rapidly increasing since the late 2000s to examine their
feasibility to serve as the alternatives of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs)
[1–8]. One may argue that the theoretical capacity of a metallic Li
anode is 3,861 mAh·g−1, which is much larger than those of Na and
K anodes (1,166 and 685 mAh·g−1, respectively) [1]. However, the
value is that of lithium rather than a Li anode because a battery cannot
consume all the anode; these theoretical values are misinterpreted
because anodes release the charge carrier during the battery process,
but they cannot be fully transformed into the charge carrier [5, 9].
Recently, the theoretical capacities of different battery systems were
estimated and compared with respect to the weight of various
components in a 18,650 battery that is currently among the most
common types of LIBs [9]. The comparison has shown that the
specific energy/energy density of a SIB or a PIB is only 20% lower
than that of a LIB, and SIBs have no considerable advantage over
PIBs in terms of the specific energy. This highlights the promise of
the commercial development of PIBs, and as a result, it is of utmost
importance to explore new electrode materials for this exciting class
of batteries.
Two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (2D TMDs)
have a unique layered structure characterized by weak interlayer van
der Waals interaction and strong intralayer covalent bonding. The
structure allows the intercalation of guest species in the interlayer

space and naturally provides perfect 2D diffusion pathways. 2D
TMDs have shown impressive properties in a broad range of
applications for decades, for instance, the flagship of the material
family, MoS2 [10]. Because the tendency for the formation of a 2D
structure pillared by van der Waals forces is more for heavier elements,
growing attention has been paid to 2D tungsten dichalcogenides
recently [11–14]. Considering that the industrial consumption
of Mo is currently higher while having a lower amount of mineral
resources, W, with a similar natural abundance as Mo [15], is
commercially more favourable for industrial applications.
In the field of PIBs, various 2D TMDs, including sulphides (MoS2
[16], SnS2 [17], VS2 [18], and ReS2 [19]) and selenides (MoSe2 [20]
and VSe2 [21]), have been studied as potential anode materials,
but little has been done to explore tungsten dichalcogenides in this
regard. The reported studies have demonstrated high capacities derived
from the conversion reaction, i.e., the reduction of transition metals
at a low voltage, that destroys the 2D diffusion pathways; while
limiting discharge depth to 0.5 V seems to be able to maintain the
pathways as intercalation reaction replaces conversion reaction to
store K+ [22, 23], but there is a penalty of energy density of full-cells
due to the cut-off voltage. Based on the intrinsically structural
similarity, it is natural to expect that 2D tungsten dichalcogenides
would show a similar behavior of storing K+ and face the same
dilemma. However, it could also be misleading, as essential differences
can be obscured when interpreting the behavior of one 2D TMD
by a mechanism proposed for other TMDs. Therefore, it is highly
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beneficial to investigate the K+ storage in 2D tungsten dichalcogenides.
Herein, we investigated commercial WS2 and revealed its
intercalation-dominated K+ storage in the full discharge voltage
window to 0.01 V (vs. K+/K). By comparing the charge/discharge
processes of WS2 in SIBs and PIBs, we showed that the Na+ storage
in WS2 follows the well-recognized path, i.e., a conversion reaction
at the high voltage range followed by an intercalation reaction at
the low voltage range, while the K+ storage in WS2 is governed by
the intercalation reaction rather than the conversion reaction. The
mechanism was verified by the density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. Owing to the highly reversible intercalation, WS2
exhibited a low capacity decay rate of 0.07% per cycle at 100 mA·g−1,
capacity retention of 57% when the rate increased from 50 to
800 mA·g−1, and long-term stability at 500 mA·g−1. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first report of 2D TMDs that undergo such
an unexpected electrochemical mechanism in PIBs at the applied
condition.

2 Results and discussion
Commercial WS2 powders were used as received, and the experimental
details can be found in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM).
The powders can be well assigned to 2H phase (JCPDS 08-0237,
Fig. S1 in the ESM) with an interlayer spacing of 6.2 Å. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. S2 in the ESM) show a
plate-like morphology with a size being 2–5 μm and a thickness
being 150–180 nm. We tested the powders against K and Na in the
range of 0.01–3.0 V at 25 mA·g−1 and observed significantly different
ion storage mechanisms. In the Na cell (Fig. 1(b)), Cycle1 discharge
displays two well-defined plateaus at 0.6 and 0.25 V that correspond to
the intercalation and conversion processes during the Na insertion,
respectively [24, 25], delivering an initial capacity of 649 mAh·g−1.
In contrast, in the K cell (Fig. 1(a)), Cycle1 discharge displays a
quasi-plateau at 0.5 V and a slope towards 0.01 V. The absence of
the low-voltage plateau indicates the conversion reaction may not
take place during the K insertion, thereby delivering a lower capacity
of 235 mAh·g−1. Cycle2 profile in the Na cell shifts to higher voltages
(> 1.7 V), whereas Cycle2 discharge in the K cell remains below
0.8 V with a same shape of Cycle1. The two charge curves well overlap
with each other, indicating good reversibility. Cyclic voltammetry
(CV) curves of the two cells (Fig. S3 in the ESM) are in accordance
with Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. Particularly, the strong contrast
between the two sharp peaks (0.5 and 0.16 V) in the Na cell and
one broad peak (0.46 V) in the K cell indicates the absence of the
conversion reaction in the latter. We performed the XPS measurement
on the electrodes after Cycle1 discharge. Surprisingly, W0 peak was
not detected in the case of the K cell (Fig. 1(c)) but clearly presented
in the case of the Na cell with a bonding energy of 30.6 eV (Fig. S4
in the ESM), being significantly lower than those of the oxidized W
[26]. The Wx+ peak in Fig. 1(c) is attributed to the reduction of W4+
during the K insertion, while the W5+ peak is likely formed due to
the air exposure before the measurement. This is even more significant
in the Na cell, as the nanosized metal W has a high tendency to be
oxidized, resulting in the formation of W6+ [17]. We noticed that a
recent work reported the observation of the reduction of WS2 to W
below 0.08 V (vs. K+/K), where there was no phase or structural
characterization to show the presence of metallic W [27]. However,
our XPS results clearly suggest the absence of the reduction upon
K+ intercalation. In addition, we observed the preservation of
the WS2 structure after the K+ insertion by the high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) measurement (Figs. 1(d)–
1(f)). The layered structure and clear lattice fringes of 0.27 nm that
corresponds to the d spacing of the basal (100) plane can be seen
at various areas that were characterized. The interlayer spacing is
significantly expended up to 0.92 nm because of the K+ insertion.

Figure 1 Charge/discharge profiles of the first two cycles of WS2 in the K cell
(a) and Na cell (b). W4f XPS spectrum (c), HRTEM images ((d)–(f)) and
elemental mapping of WS2 (g) in the K cell after the first discharge.

Elemental maps (Fig. 1(g)) acquired through the energy-filtered
TEM [28] illustrates the even distribution of K, W and S. Therefore,
the HRTEM observations once again suggest the K+ storage in WS2
is unexpectedly dominated by an intercalation process rather than a
conversion process.
Owing to the minimal damage to the layered structure of WS2,
the intercalation-dominated K+ storage should lead to stable cycle
life and great rate capability. As expected, WS2 delivered the capacities
of 110.2 and 102.8 mAh·g−1 at 100 mA·g−1 after 2 and 100 cycles
(Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)), respectively. It results in a very small decay of
0.07% per cycle, which as far as we know is the best cycling stability
among all the intercalation-type PIB anodes [29–32]. The stabilized
capacity (102.8 mAh·g−1) corresponds to 0.95 mol K+ stored per
formula, which is in a good agreement with the simulation results
(will be shown in Fig. 5). The initial Columbic Efficiency (CE) 56%
was relatively low, which is primarily caused by the formation
of solid-electrolyte interface (SEI). With prolonging the cycles, the
discharge plateau shifts to 0.8 V and the polarization between charge
and discharge becomes smaller, which implies the K diffusion kinetics
is improved, as will be proven by the electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) results in Fig. 4. As a result, CE increased to
96% after initial cycles. Rate capability is shown in Fig. 2(c). WS2
delivered the capacities of 109, 99, 86, 74, 68 and 62 mAh·g−1 at the
current densities of 50, 100, 200, 400, 600 and 800 mAh·g−1, respectively.
It fully recovered to 112 mAh·g−1 when the current density was
reduced back to 50 mA·g−1. Stable charge/discharge profiles can be
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(Fig. S6 in the ESM). Thus, these observations confirm that intercalation
is the dominating process to store K+ in WS2. Third, Raman spectra
at pristine and all cycled states (Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)) show two peaks
located at 355.3 and 419.8 cm−1 that are attributed to the planar
(E12g) and out-of-plane (A1g) vibration modes of WS2, respectively
[34]. This further demonstrates the K intercalation has minimal
damage to the layered structure. WS2 electrodes in the Na cell were
subjected to the same measurements (Fig. S7 in the ESM). The layered
structure sustained after an initial intercalation process (discharging
to 0.4 V). It completely collapsed after the conversion process
(discharging to 0.01 V), where only WO3, Na2O and Na2S can be
detected, and it cannot be restored after charge, being in accordance
with the XPS results (Fig. S4 in the ESM). The E12g and A1g peaks in
the Raman spectra disappear after discharging to 0.25 V and remain
undetectable during the cycle. As a result, the Na cell exhibited fast
capacity decay and retained 13% discharge capacity after only 30 cycles
(Fig. S8 in the ESM), which is in sharp contrast with the cyclability
in the K cell (Fig. 2(b)).
Several factors that might be possibly used to explain the
observed K+ storage mechanism in WS2 should be ruled out. One
factor to consider is that at deep discharge condition, there was not
enough K+ diffusion time to reach the conversion process. We ruled

Figure 2 Charge/discharge profiles (a) and cycling performance of WS2 (b) at
100 mA·g−1. (c) Rate performance from 50 to 800 mA·g−1. (d) Charge/discharge
profiles at different current densities. (e) Cycling performance at 500 mA·g−1.

seen at all testing current densities (Fig. 2(d)). The obtained rate
capability shows the ability of WS2 to fast insert and extract K+ and
is better than the intercalation-type titanate anodes [29–31].
Moreover, WS2 exhibited great cycling stability at a high current
density of 500 mAh·g−1. It delivered 51.4 mAh·g−1 after 200 cycles and
48.2 mAh·g−1 after 400 cycles (Fig. 2(e)), which are 96% and 90% of
the capacity at the 2nd cycle, respectively. Therefore, the long-term
cycling stability and fast charge/discharge ability prove the suitability
of WS2 as an intercalation-type anode in PIBs. To validate this point,
we assembled full-cells by using WS2 and the intercalation-type
Prussian blue cathode that was synthesized according to our previous
work [33]. Figure S5(a) in the ESM shows the charge/discharge
profiles of the full-cell at 100 mA·g−1. The charging curve displays
a semi-plateau around 3.2 V, while a slope was observed during
discharging. The full-cell delivered Cycle2 discharge capacity of
109 mAh·g−1 and kept 60 mAh·g−1 after 50 cycles (Fig. S5(b) in
the ESM).
We next analyzed the WS2 electrodes during the first cycle to
ascertain the proposed K+ storage mechanism. Electrodes at different
charge/discharge states (indicated in Fig. 1(a)) were subjected to the
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy measurements.
A few conclusions can be drawn from a close observation of Fig. 3.
First, the XRD patterns remain almost unchanged during the cycle,
and sharp (002) and (004) peaks that are characteristic of the
layered structure can be seen (Fig. 3(a)). This confirms the absence
of conversion reaction as no W or K-S compounds was detected.
Second, both (002) and (004) peaks gradually shift towards lower
angles with increasing the discharge depth, indicating the gradual
expansion of the interlayer spacing during the K+ insertion, as
previously shown in the HRTEM images. During charge, both
peaks’ positions remain unchanged (Fig. 3(b)), which suggests the
interlayer spacing remains expanded even K+ is extracted. A similar
XRD pattern was obtained after the second discharge process

Figure 3 XRD patterns ((a) and (b)) and Raman spectra ((c) and (d)) of WS2
in the K cell at different discharge ((a) and (c)) and charge states ((b) and (d)).
The states are indicated in Fig. 1(a).
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out this possibility by a control experiment where a WS2 electrode
was held at 0.01 V for 2 h at the end of the discharge. Both (002)
and (004) peaks can be observed in the XRD pattern (Fig. S9 in the
ESM). Another factor to consider is the size effect, which may cause
kinetic difficulty of the K+ diffusion. To examine this possibility, we
synthesized a control sample with a small size. The XRD pattern
of the sample (Fig. S10(b) in the ESM) can be indexed to the same
structure of the commercial WS2, and the significant peak broadening
indicates the size has been greatly reduced. SEM image (Fig. S10(a)
in the ESM) displays the diameter is below 200 nm and the
protrusion of the surface is less than 10 nm. However, the discharge
profile (Fig. S10(c) in the ESM) exhibits same features as those shown
in Fig. 1(a), and no low-voltage plateau is observed, delivering a
capacity that was even lower than that of the commercial powders
(Fig. S10(d) in the ESM). Both (002) and (004) peaks can be found
in the XRD pattern after the discharge (Fig. S10(b) in the ESM).
In addition, we synthesized WS2 nanosheets by directly exfoliating
commercial WS2 powders. The nanosheets are much smaller in
lateral size (a few hundreds of nanometers) and much thinner
(around tens of nanometers) compared to the commercial powders
(Figs. S11(a) and S11(b) in the ESM). The nanosheets deliver a
lower capacity than commercial powders at the same test condition
(Fig. S11(c) in the ESM). Lastly, we tested commercial MoS2 powders
in a K cell, as it has an interlayer spacing (6.15 Å) that is close
to that of WS2. MoS2 delivered three discharge plateaus at 1.1, 0.4
and 0.1 V (Fig. S12(a) in the ESM) that correspond to the sequential
intercalation and conversion processes to store K [22]. As a result, the
layered structure of MoS2 collapsed and no peaks can be detected
in the XRD patterns after initial discharge and charge (Fig. S12(b)
in the ESM). Taken as a whole, the evidence supports that the
intercalation-dominated K+ storage mechanism we proposed is
reasonable.
We further sought to understand the facilitation of the K+
transport derived from the intercalation-dominated mechanism
by using three electrochemical characterization techniques. First,
CVs were tested in the range of 0.1–1 mV·s−1 (Fig. 4(a)). No shift of
(de)intercalation peaks is observed with increasing the scan rate,

which signals a minimal polarization of the intercalation reaction.
According to the general expression of i = aνb, the b value is 0.5 for
a semi-infinite linear diffusion-controlled process and close to 1.0 for
a surface-controlled process [35, 36]. As shown in Fig. 4(b), a linear
relationship can be observed, and the b values are determined to
be 0.71 for the intercalation and 0.79 for the deintercalation. This
suggests that solid-state diffusion is the rate-limiting factor and the
intercalation reaction facilitates the K+ diffusion in WS2. Second,
electrochemical galvanostatic intermittent titration (GITT) was used
to evaluate the K+ diffusion coefficient (Dk). Figure 4(c) shows the
potential response during the intercalation and the value of Dk as a
function of potential (calculation of Dk can be found in Fig. S13
in the ESM). The WS2 electrode displays a progressively decreasing
Dk with the potassiation proceeding towards 0.01 V, being 1.3 ×
10−12 cm2·s−1 at 0.86 V and 2.3 × 10−13 cm2·s−1 at 0.27 V. It can be ascribed
to the gradually increased repulsive charge from the occupied sites
between the WS2 slabs, which agrees with previous work [37–39].
Third, EIS was used to analyze the charge transfer kinetics. The
Nyquist plots obtained after cycles are shown in Fig. 4(d) and were
fitted using equivalent circuits to extract resistances (Fig. S14 and
Table S1 in the ESM). The plots after cycle2 and cycle10 consist of
two partially merged semi-circles that are attributed to the resistance
related to solid-liquid interphase (SEI, Rsei) and charge transfer (Rct)
[40, 41]. Both resistances decrease from cycle2 (Rsei: 3,344 Ω; Rct:
2,791 Ω) to cycle10 (Rsei: 2,074 Ω; Rct: 2,044 Ω), indicating that the
expansion of the interlayer spacing improves the K+ transport. The
two semicircles completely merged after cycle50 because of the
similarity of the time constants of the two processes, and the overall
interfacial resistance (Rint = Rsei + Rct) that is represented by the
diameter of the merged semicircle is calculated to be 1,833 Ω. This
confirms the improved kinetic property of the intercalation reaction
with prolonging the cycles [36]. Our kinetic study shows the
intercalation-dominated storage mechanism favors the K+ transport
in the interlayer space, which results in the cycling stability shown
in Fig. 2.
Moreover, we applied DFT calculations to verify the possibility of
the intercalation-dominated K+ storage. WS2 bulk was first applied

Figure 4 (a) CV curves at the scan rates from 0.1 to 1 mV·s−1. (b) Determination of the b-value. (c) GITT profile and Dk as a function of the discharge process. (d) Nyquist
plots recorded after cycles.
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Figure 5 Formation energy ((a) and (c)) and OCV profiles ((b) and (d)) of x K-ions in bulk ((a) and (b)) and monolayer WS2 ((c) and (d)). Insets in (a) and (c) are the top
and side views of each model.

to the calculations and Ef of the K+ intercalation was calculated by
a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell. 1–8 K-ions were accommodated between the
layers and correspond to x = 0.125–1 in KxWS2. In Fig. 5(a), Ef becomes
less negative when x is larger than 0.5 (4 K-ions), which indicates a
less favorable exothermic reaction between the WS2 layers and K [42].
Open circuit voltage (OCV) was calculated to estimate the maximum
K content (Fig. 5(b)), at which OCV begins to change from positive
to negative [43]. The results agree with the Ef calculations, and the
maximum K content is between 0.5 and 0.625, corresponding to a
maximum intercalation capacity of 54–68 mAh·g−1. Keeping in mind
that a significant expansion of the interlayer spacing was observed
after discharge, WS2 monolayer (3 × 3) was applied to the calculations
as well to simulate the theoretical upper limit of the K accommodation.
1–10 K-ions were added at two sides of the monolayer and correspond
to x = 0.11–1.11 in KxWS2. In contrast to bulk WS2, Ef of monolayer
WS2 (Fig. 5(c)) becomes greatly less negative when x is larger than
0.89 (8 K-ions), and OCV keeps being positive up to x = 1 (Fig. 5(d)),
meaning that the maximum capacity can be estimated to be 96–
120 mAh·g−1. Atomic structures with different K contents in the two
models are shown in Figs. S15 and S16 (in the ESM), respectively.
Although the accurate structure of WS2 during the discharge process
is difficult to be simulated at this stage due to the uneven K penetration
depth and inhomogeneous K distribution in WS2, DFT calculations
demonstrate the experimental capacity is within the calculated range,
and thus verifies the possibility of the intercalation-dominated K+
storage enabled by the progressive expansion of the interlayer spacing,
which accompanies the K intercalation.

3 Conclusions
In summary, we have shown in this work that WS2 underwent an
intercalation-dominated process when inserted by K+, which is
different from the previously reported electrochemical mechanisms
of storing K+ in 2D TMD anodes, where besides an intercalation
reaction, a conversion reaction takes place at deep discharge condition.
We took advantages of the high reversibility of the intercalation

reaction and used WS2 as a PIB anode. It exhibited low capacity
decay rate at both low and high current densities as well as great
rate capability. This is the first demonstration of 2D TMDs that
serve as an intercalation-type anode in PIBs. We hope this work
can shed light on exploring electrochemical ion storage processes
that may further our expectations and provide us with insight into
material science.
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